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Seeing the invisible with shlieren imagingVille Lekholm, Göran Rämme, and Greger ThornellThe Ångström Laboratory, Uppsala University, Box 534, 751 21 Uppsala, SwedenE-mail: ville.lekholm�angstrom.uu.seAbstrat. Shlieren imaging is a method to visualize di�erenes in refrative indexas aused by pressure or temperature non-uniformities within a medium, or as ausedby mixing of two �uids. It is an inexpensive, yet powerful and straightforward, tool forsensitive and high-resolution visualization of otherwise invisible phenomena. In thisartile, appliation of the method to liquid membranes, sonar pulses, and mirosopigas �ows is used, to illustrate its usefulness and versatility for physis eduation andresearh.PACS numbers: 42.79.MtSubmitted to: Physis Eduation



Seeing the invisible with shlieren imaging 21. IntrodutionThe shlieren method is primarily a qualitative method to visualize di�erenes inrefrative index in transparent media. Historially, the method has been used for a widerange of appliations, among others to study lens glass for defets (Hooke, 1600s [1℄),telesope mirrors for quality (Fouault, 1800s [2℄), and pressure waves around supersoniprojetiles (Mah, 1800s [3℄).In order to set up a general shlieren apparatus, all that is required, is fairlyollimated light passing through a test area, and a lens � the shlieren lens � fousing theollimated beam onto a ut-o�, and simultaneously fousing an image of the disturbaneonto a sreen or imaging devie (Toepler, 1800s [4℄). The purpose of the ut-o� is toontrol the ontrast in the image. For many appliations, a simple razor blade will servevery well as a ut-o� [5℄. In theory, the shlieren lens will fous the light into a singlepoint, but, in pratie, there will be a foused image of the light soure, whih an beobstruted to a varying degree by moving the ut-o�.A shemati of the basi setup, inluding a ollimating lens, an be seen in Figure 1.To minimize aberrations, it is desirable to have the largest possible f -numbers for boththe ollimating lens and the shlieren lens, preferably f /8 or longer.In general, the light soure will be too large for adequate ollimation, whih willresult in poor image quality and sensitivity [5℄. To improve this, a ondensing lens isoften used to fous the light onto an aperture or slit, whih will then emulate a pointlike(aperture), or extended pointlike (slit) light soure. By using variable apertures or slits,the degree of ollimation an be adjusted to the disturbane to be visualized.With this set-up, light refrated by the disturbane (angle εy in Figure 1), will bedisplaed a distane ∆a at the ut-o�. If this distane is toward the razor blade, thelight will be obstruted, leaving dark areas in the image. If the light is refrated awayfrom the razor blade, it will pass unobstruted by it, resulting in brighter areas.The ut-o� needs to be adjustable with high preision to ontrol the amountof bakground light, as this relates to the sensitivity and measuring range of theapparatus [5℄. The ut-o� an, in the ase of the razor blade, be rotated around theoptial axis of the set-up to visualize disturbanes de�eting light in di�erent diretions.As a omplement to the mirosope, whih allows us to see minute objets, and thetelesope, whih enables us to see things at great distanes, the shlieren apparatus isa general tool to visualize inhomogeneities in transparent media. Possible appliationsare entirely up to the user.2. ExperimentsIn this artile, a shlieren apparatus was designed using a 1 kW quartz-tungsten-halogen(QTH) lamp, a 300 mm, f /5.9 ondensing lens to fous the light onto a variable slit atthe foal point, followed by an idential lens for ollimation. Beyond the disturbane(at twie its foal length), a 400 mm f /7.9 shlieren lens foused the beam onto a razor
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Figure 1: Shemati of a simpli�ed shlieren set-up.blade ut-o� , Figure 1, and into a digital amera, with a 50 mm, f /1.8 lens mounted ona bellows. At the maximum magni�ation, the lens and bellows ombination magni�edthe image approximately 3.6 times, imaging an area of 4.5×7 mm.These lenses were hosen for high resolution imaging of exhaust gas frommirothrusters plaed in a vauum hamber. The thrusters were fabriated usingmiroeletromehanial systems (MEMS) tehnology by ething a photolithographiallyde�ned pattern into 22×22 mm silion hips, and bonding a �at lid onto them.The thruster nozzles measured 20 mm at the throat, and 350 mm at the exit. Themirothrusters were studied extensively, at di�erent inlet and ambient pressures, withdi�erent propellant gases, and with and without integrated heaters ativated.The set-up was also used to study interferene patterns from a piezoeletri sonarin an aquarium. The sonar is approximately 2 mm wide and 50 mm long, operated at666 kHz, and is intended for use in a miniature submersible [6℄.The mixture of liquids was imaged by introduing ethanol into water by means ofa syringe with a plasti needle.The surfae struture of soap bubbles and �lms was studied to see the topographyhanges as the bubble aged. The studies of soap �lms allowed for simultaneousonventional photography by a seond amera plaed next to the ut-o�, to ompareiridesene from the soap �lm with the surfae struture. For appropriate illumination,the soap �lms were suspended above a light table [7℄.3. ResultsInitially, high refrative index disturbanes, suh as butane from a gas lighter passingthrough a 27 gauge hypodermi needle, were used to verify and tune the set-up, Figure 2.Through the tests of the mirothrusters under di�erent operating irumstanes, thefuntionality of the thrusters ould be veri�ed, and the exhaust was seen to be supersoniin vauum. In Figure 3, the thruster hip is to the left, exhausting a supersoni jet of
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Figure 2: Shlieren image of butane from a lighter, passed through a 27 gauge (i.e. 0.21-mm inner diameter) hypodermi needle (lower left orner). Field of view is 20×15 mm.

Figure 3: Shlieren image of a mirothruster exhaust in vauum. Cut-o� is perpendiularto jet. (Exhaust nozzle is in line with, but hidden under, a lamping devie). Field ofview is 7×4.5 mm.xenon horizontally in the frame. The pressure disk pattern is learly visible losestto the nozzle, and fades as the plume extends outwards. These results were the sameregardless of the gas used, but the visibility of the exhaust was related to the di�erenein refrative index of the gas from the thruster, and the surrounding medium.The visualization of pressure waves from the piezoeletri sonar was straightforward,but the image quality deteriorated slightly, as a number of new glass surfaes wereintrodued by the aquarium, as well as partiles in the water along the entire lengthof the beam through the aquarium. The results were still very useful, and validatedsimulations of the sonar in the same surroundings. Figure 4 shows a shlieren image ofthe sonar (top left in the frame) and a omplex interferene pattern.Studies were also onduted on the mixing of liquids. Figure 5 shows a plastineedle (left) disharging ethanol into water.
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Figure 4: Shlieren image of standing waves from a sonar (top left) in an aquarium.Field of view is 25×16 mm.

Figure 5: Shlieren image of ethanol in water. Field of view is 20×14 mm.The study of soap bubbles and soap �lms provided an exellent opportunity toompare onventional results with shlieren images. The beautiful olors of a soapbubble are due to the extremely thin �lm re�eting light whih then interferes with theinternal re�etions. This phenomenon is known as iridesene, and the olor is governedby the thikness of the soap �lm. Figure 6 shows a vertially hanging planar soap �lmphotographed simultaneously with onventional digital imaging equipment, and with theshlieren apparatus. The similarities between the patterns in the images are striking.Figure 6 (a) shows the topography of the �lm, and hene the ause of the di�erentolors in Figure 6 (b). The softer olor gradient from top to bottom i Figure 6 (b) isperpendiular to the ut-o� and does not show up in the shlieren image.The topography of a soap bubble is easily made visible using shlieren photography,Figure 7, but the result is harder to interpret, as the light is refrated by both the nearand far surfaes of the bubble.
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(a)

(b)Figure 6: Soap �lm on a wire ring. (a) Shlieren image. (b) Photograph withonventional equipment. Field of view is 25×16 mm.

Figure 7: Shlieren image of a small soap bubble on a straw. Field of view is 25×16 mm.4. DisussionIn this artile, the shlieren apparatus was designed with a spei� purpose in mind.A more general system ould be set up using mirrors rather than lenses [8℄, allowing a



Seeing the invisible with shlieren imaging 7larger viewing area, and a ommon slide projetor may be modi�ed for use as a lightsoure to redue ost. Ideally, the disturbane should be plaed in the foal points ofboth the ollimating and shlieren lenses, and these should have the same foal length,but very good results an still be obtained without this optimization.As demonstrated, even this relatively small set-up an be used for a wide varietyof appliations. The amera ould easily be replaed with a high-speed amera, or betriggered by omputers or eletronis for exoti high-speed aptures [9℄. The systemdemonstrates the fundamentals of refration (both in the lenses of the system, and thedisturbanes), and is a useful tool for studying otherwise invisible phenomena. In thease of the gas �ows and pressure waves in water, this is espeially true. In the ase of thesoap �lms, the shlieren apparatus provides a very good illustration of the orrelationbetween refration and surfae struture.The shlieren method is primarily a qualitative tool, making dedutions aboutatual thikness, refrative index, geometry, temperature, et. di�ult. However, thereis still very valuable information to be found simply by the visualizations themselves.AknowledgmentsThe studies of mirothrusters were arried out in a�liation with NanoSpae AB. Thestudies of the piezoeletri sonar was onduted with Jonas Jonsson of The ÅngströmSpae Tehnology Centre (ÅSTC).Referenes[1℄ Robert Hooke. Mirographia. J. Martyn & J. Allestry, London, 1665.[2℄ Leon Fouault. Mémoire sur la onstrution des télesopes en verre argenté. Annales del'Observatoire Impérial de Paris, 5:197�237, 1859.[3℄ Ernst Mah and Peter Salher. Photographishe Fixierung der durh Projetile in der Lufteingeleiteten Vorgänge. Sitzungsberihte der Kaiserlihen Akademie der Wissenshaften, Wien,95:764�780, 1887.[4℄ August Toepler. Beobahtungen nah einer neuen optishen Methode - Ein Beitrag zurExperimentalphysik. M. Cohen & Son, Bonn, 1864.[5℄ G.S. Settles. Shlieren and Shadowgraph Tehniques. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 2001.[6℄ Jonas Jonsson, Erik Edqvist, Henrik Kratz, Monia Almqvist, and Greger Thornell. Simulation,manufaturing, and evaluation of a sonar for a miniaturized submersible explorer. IEEEtransations on ultrasonis, ferroeletris, and frequeny ontrol, 57(2):490�495, February 2010.[7℄ Göran Rämme. Soap Bubbles in Art and Eduation. Siene Culture Tehnology Publishing,Singapore, 1998.[8℄ Wallae A. Hilton. Shlieren apparatus. The Physis Teaher, 10:36�36, January 1972.[9℄ Hubert Shardin. Shlieren methods and their appliations. Tehnial Report NASA-TT-F-12731,NASA, April 1970.
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